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Fearless: The Next Wave of Insurgents

Abstract
As we close out on another school year, the Surge staff is looking back on an awesome semester and preparing for a new year with new leadership. Katie Patterson ’15, Rashida Aluko-Roberts ’15, Steph Adamczak ’15, and Kathryn Bucolo ’14 are fearlessly taking the reigns and will continue bringing thought-provoking, challenging, and creative articles each week to Surge, and we can’t wait to see what they will do! [excerpt]
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Comments
Surge is a student blog at Gettysburg College where systemic issues of justice matter. Posts are originally published at surgegettysburg.wordpress.com Through stories and reflection, these blog entries relate personal experiences to larger issues of equity, demonstrating that –isms are structural problems, not actions defined by individual prejudice. We intend to popularize justice, helping each other to recognize our biases and unlearn the untruths.
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As we close out on another school year, the Surge staff is looking back on an awesome semester and preparing for a new year with new leadership. Katie Patterson ’15, Rashida Aluko-Roberts ’15, Steph Adamczak ’15, and Kathryn Bucolo ’14 are fearlessly taking the reigns and will continue bringing thought-provoking, challenging, and creative articles each week to Surge, and we can’t wait to see what they will do!

Our shout-out this week goes to all future Surge writers – we can’t wait to read what you submit! Check out our submission form and share how you’ve been unlearning the untruths.

The graduating staff would like to thank all other Insurgents, all contributing writers, and every person who has taken time to read the blogs. We’re overwhelmed with the support we have received so far, over 22,000 views to date! We can’t believe how successful this first semester has been, and we’re inspired to continue challenging injustice, recognizing biases, and popularizing justice. HAGS!

Thanks to all from Elle, Emily, Hannah, and Laura.
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